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Retro frog phone

The image is not available forColor: Price of price €22.50 €22.50 €25.00 Original price €25.00 (10% off) Classic Kool Vintage Frog Phone.. really unique conversation piece Works well, incoming calls have frog croaking. This is so amazing. You're going to love it! Listed 1 year agoAll purchases through Depop are covered by Buyer Protection. get more information Retro and kitsch 1980 Frog Phone on
eBayBig thanks to Andrew for pointing out this kitsch gem - a 1980s Frog Phone. I don't think there are many of these about today. Maybe it's for good reason. First, do people really use home phones so much these days? Okay, some people do, even if it's just being contacted at home or because people just have that number for you. But in reality, most people are on mobile phones or mobile phones
these days. They just don't want a wire phone anymore. Technology has changed. But if you're going to have one, make sure there's one that has some visibility in your house, forget boring phones. You want a phone people to talk about when they visit your house. Like this one maybe. Retro and kitsch 1980s Frog Phone on eBayAs you can see, this is a mini flip phone (just being a flip gives it a retro
edge) and also a phone in the form of a frog. It's weird, it's a talking point, it's unusual. There is also a phone that is good to go too.  Yes, this one has a British contact, which means it's ready and waiting to go to your home. Well, as long as you have a phone contact, which is pretty much every house in the country. Where's the keyboard? The frog's mouth opens to reveal it. But there's another feature that
might just sell you this phone. The frog phone croaks instead of releasing a traditional ring. According to the seller, this is a phone from the late 1980s in green and cream and is tested and functioning. It is also said to be in fantastic condition, unfaded and completely unmarked. But see yourself and make your mind up based on the photos available. Best of all, the phone is currently at just 99 pence.
Although there is no guarantee that it will stick to that price. See the entry for more photos— including some of your phone's keyboards. So get your bid in if you want it to make a jump to your home. Learn more on the eBay website
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